The Envelope (Texas Hearts Book 1)

Two teachersa five-year-old girlan old
envelope. All intricately connected,
answering prayers that they dont realize
theyve
been
praying
*********************
Sheila
is
determined to follow the call of God on her
life. But in her heart of hearts, what she
most wants is peace about a tragic situation
that tore her family apart several years ago.
Then Hank shows up as the new teacher at
the school where Sheila works. They are an
unlikely matchuntil one of Sheilas students
disappears without a trace. When Hank
volunteers to help to find her, the two
become fast friends and eventually, more.
But when Hank discovers that Sheila is
hearing the very same call that Hank has
rejected, he pulls away. But a mysterious
envelope that Hank has forgotten about
turns out to be an intricate and shocking
connection between both their tragic paths.
Will this connection be enough to bring
them back together? This is the first book
in Emily Josephines series, Texas Hearts.
Here is what Amazon reviewers have to
say about it (see full reviews below):
Growth could be seen and it was not overly
preachy. The author did a good job of
presenting the way of salvation and
obedience to His will. I would recommend
this book to my friends. It was an uplifting
story that reminds us not to get wrapped up
in our failures or our present trial but to
take hope that God has a perfect plan for
us, that includes using our failures to grow
us.
What a fantastic book.I highly
recommend it. This is a book that I would
love to see in a movie. What a wonderful
story. I look forward to reading other books
by this author. It shows how important
family & forgiveness are in all aspects of
our lives.
Grab your copy of this
inspirational romance novel (full-length)
now.
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